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About This Game

Multiplayer king of the hill with tiny fire throwing goats.

Download our tiny DEMO and give it a try to see if this game is for you.

If you like this game please send as your support by adding a review down below :)

***

 GoatPunks is a rip-roaring multiplayer game of goats, mountains, fireballs and good ole head-butting action. Can you
hoof it to the top and stay there?

Pit your goat against other players in a battle to become king of the mountain. Fight through an onslaught of bombs, obstacles
and other players to climb to the top of 9 vibrantly-themed mountains. Once up there, stay on top of the competition for 30

hectic seconds to claim victory.

GoatPunks supports up to 4 players in head-to-headbutt, split-screen, action. Grab your controllers and get ready to roll. Shields,
weapons, and power-ups are scattered about the mountain, and if you manage to get your goat to make it up the peak, all the

other goats will have a common enemy: you!
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features

 9 Goat Characters.

 9 Stages.

 Local 4x Multiplayer.

 Online Multiplayer (beta).

 Supports Steam, PS4 & XBox One, Xbox 360 Controllers and most other game controllers

 2x players on keyboard(WASD & Arrow Keys). Configured to illuminate with Razer gaming keyboards.
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Title: GoatPunks
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Alberto Santiago
Publisher:
Studio Canvas
Release Date: 29 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel Atom x5 Z8300 / 1.44 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

Storage: 400 MB available space

Additional Notes: Tested on Intel Compute Stick STK2M3W64CC (Requires x64 Version of GoatPunks), STK1AW32SC
(Requires x86 Version of GoatPunks)

English
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I'm sorry if this isn't how everybody feels about this game, but I cannot currently recommend it in it's state. It is currently
lacking in content, but it is cleary making a lot of progress. My friends and I found the king of the hill mode to be very boring
and too easy. If you knock one goat down from the top to save yourself from getting hit with a rocket, another goat right behind
you can knock you off without a problem because there is physically not enough time to react to it. It's a great concept and I
look forward to seeing this turn into something more.. not enough game modes yet
the main game mode is fun, but it gets boring after a while. you can shoot other goats with missiles what more could you want.
TLDR: Early access doesn't provide much.
  Thought it was pricey.
  Needs more players because I couldn't find any to play with.
  Mainly just playing against computer.
  High Potential.
  Fun.
. This is a fantastic party game - quick intense battles, fun graphics and layers of competition. I've played it tons on Xbox and
even bought a fourth controller just for Goatpunks battles. Can't wait to see if this will come to Switch -. Barely a game.. Great
party game. It's the kind of game where anyone can have fun. I consider myself a seasoned gamer, but I was still able to be
beaten by my girlfriend who isn't really a gamer type. On the other end of spectrum I've seen some much better players than me
almost dance around the top of the mountain as they perfectly time their dismounts and charges. It's all about the timing.. I've
been waiting for this game for a bit since a friend of mine told me about it. I was really excited and as soon as it came out on
early access, I bought it and tried it. I think it's already really promising, the esthetics are cute and very stylized, the concept of
the game itself is simple but really lovely. It's sometimes the most simple things that are the best. I need to hop back into it and
play more, I am very excited to try the other modes and I'm hoping to see more possibilities of customization for characters, it's
always a plus on my end! I might have encountered little bugs with the controller where it sometimes switched to keyboard
controls but that could be my own device that does that. But that's not gonna stop me from playing. Overall, I'd recommend to
try it out, it's very fun and playing with friends definitely will add to it!. I've had this in my wishlist for a while now. First played
it at PAX a couple of years ago and it's a fun party game to have running on the TV, very little time to learn the controls and lots
of laughs.. I simply love this game, I can't wait for the other game modes to come out. My friends and I use lots mind games
when trying to keep at the top. Once you get a hang of the shield and dismount, we get a lot of tense back and forth exchanges at
the top. So much fun!!
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Wow, this is such a fun party game! Four player on the couch is an absolute blast, even my four year old son was able to knock
me off the top spot a couple of times. This game really is fun for the whole family, but also has a great competitive "smash
bros" feel to it when you have a group of lads\/gals over for a few drinks. It plays great as a single player game as well. The
CPU\/Ai goats are pretty smart and enough of a challange to keep you playing for hours alone.

Like all well designed games, GoatPunks is easy to pick up and start playing, but there are layers of complexity and tactics that
take time to master. The various power-ups are imaginative and add a really fun element, plus each goat has it's own special
ability and individual playing style, so it's fun to experiment and find the one that works for you.

The level design is really great. Each "mountain" has it's own unique feel and the level of detail in the artwork is amazing. I
particularly like the steam punk inspired level with the moving cogs and plaforms, the lava\/volcano level is beautiful as well.

In short, this is a great game and well worth the megre $10!
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